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Abstract
Natural Language Inference (NLI) aims to de-
termine the logic relationships (i.e., entail-
ment, neutral and contradiction) between a
pair of premise and hypothesis. Recently, the
alignment mechanism effectively helps NLI by
capturing the aligned parts (i.e., the similar
segments) in the sentence pairs, which imply
the perspective of entailment and contradic-
tion. However, these aligned parts will some-
times mislead the judgment of neutral rela-
tions. Intuitively, NLI should rely more on
multiple perspectives to form a holistic view
to eliminate bias. In this paper, we propose the
Multi-Perspective Inferrer (MPI), a novel NLI
model that reasons relationships from multi-
ple perspectives associated with the three re-
lationships. The MPI determines the perspec-
tives of different parts of the sentences via a
routing-by-agreement policy and makes the fi-
nal decision from a holistic view. Additionally,
we introduce an auxiliary supervised signal to
ensure the MPI to learn the expected perspec-
tives. Experiments on SNLI and MultiNLI
show that 1) the MPI achieves substantial im-
provements on the base model, which veri-
fies the motivation of multi-perspective infer-
ence; 2) visualized evidence verifies that the
MPI learns highly interpretable perspectives
as expected; 3) more importantly, the MPI is
architecture-free and compatible with the pow-
erful BERT.
1 Introduction
Natural language inference (NLI) aims to deter-
mine whether a natural-language hypothesis can
be inferred from a given premise reasonably (Mac-
Cartney and Manning, 2009), more concretely, the
logic relationships including entailment, neutral
and contradiction.
To determine the logic relationships effec-
tively, various alignment mechanisms (MacCart-
ney et al., 2008; Rockta¨schel et al., 2015; Guo
Exhibitions	are	often	held	in	the	splendid	entrance	hall.
The	exhibitions	in	the	entrance	hall	are	usually	the	most	exciting.
Premise
Hypothesis
Relation Neutral
You	want	to	punch	the	button	and	go.
You	don't	want	to	push	the	button	lightly,	but	rather	punch	it	hard.
Premise
Hypothesis
Relation Neutral
Figure 1: NLI instances from MultiNLI development
sets. Text in blue/yellow/green are useful for the judg-
ment of entailment/neutral/contradiction relations. For
the first example, both the premise and hypothesis are
about “the exhibition in the entrance hall”, but the hy-
pothesis points the “the most exiciting”, which has no
reference in the premise and imply the neutral relation.
The second example is about that “you (don’t) want to
punch the button” which imply the contradiction rela-
tion. However, “punch it lightly or hard” in the hypoth-
esis has no reference in the premise, so it is neutral.
et al., 2019) have been introduced into NLI mod-
els to model the interaction between the sentence
pairs and achieve significant improvement in NLI.
The achievement of the alignment mechanism is
due to it being able to capture the aligned parts be-
tween the sentence pairs which are useful for the
judgment of entailment and contradiction.
However, we find that the aligned parts cannot
benefit or even mislead the judgment of neutral
(see Figure 1). We argue that almost all the parts
in the sentence pairs are useful not limit to aligned
parts, and the key point is their unequal contri-
butions for the judgment of different relations.
In fact, humans perform reasoning from multiple
perspectives associated with the three logic rela-
tionships, and focus on the different parts in each
perspective to form a holistic perspective to elimi-
nate bias for different relations.
Motivated by this, we propose the MPI, a novel
NLI model that makes decision from the multi-
ple perspectives associated with the three logic re-
lationships. With MPI, all parts in the sentence
pairs are captured unequally regarding different
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perspectives. To be specific, we formulate this
procedure as parts-to-wholes assignment (Sabour
et al., 2017), in which the tokens in the sentence
pairs (parts) are assigned into the corresponding
perspectives (wholes) they stand for. During this
procedure, the MPI digs out the perspectives of
different parts via routing-by-agreement (Sabour
et al., 2017) and takes all the perspectives into ac-
count to make the final decision.
Additionally, to ensure that the perspectives ob-
tained by MPI are as expected, we introduce an
explicit supervision on the representation of each
perspective. Our explicit supervision does not
only achieve better performance on the MPI, but
also endows the obtained perspectives with high
interpretability as well, which is absent in the pre-
vious routing-by-agreement-based studies of NLP.
Finally, experiments on SNLI and MultiNLI
show that our MPI achieves significant improve-
ment over the alignment based NLI models—cross
alignment baseline and BERT, which also reveals
the architecture-free capability of our MPI. Fur-
thermore, we analyze the error rate by word over-
lap rate to demonstrate that our MPI relieves the
misjudgment of entailment and neutral when the
aligned parts are in a small amount, which is the
error-prone area in NLI.
2 Background
In this section, we summarize the alignment-based
NLI models in a highly abstract way1. Based on
this architecture, we introduce the proposed ap-
proach in Section 3.
Notation We denote premise as xP =
(xP1 ,x
P
2 , ...,x
P
m) and hypothesis as x
H =
(xH1 ,x
H
2 , ...,x
H
n ), where x
P
i or x
H
j ∈ RK is a
K-dimensional one-hot vector of the token. We
use x¯P and x¯H to denote the word embedding
(distribution representations) of xP and xH .
2.1 Alignment-based Encoder
The alignment-based encoder in NLI aims to en-
code the context and model the interaction be-
tween the sentence pairs. The encoded represen-
tation of each token in the sentence pairs can be
abstractly formulated as:
(sP , sH) = Encoder(x¯P , x¯H) (1)
We divide the dominative alignment-based meth-
ods into two groups—cross alignment and BERT
1See the appendix for the detail implementation.
alignment.
Cross Alignment Encoder In cross alignment
encoder, premise and hypothesis are fed into the
encoder separately. This type of encoder usually
consists of one or several RNN/CNN/Transformer
layers to obtain the context-aware representation
of each token in the sentence pairs (Chen et al.,
2017a; Gong et al., 2018c; Guo et al., 2019). :
x¯P/H = RNN/CNN/Transformer(x¯P/H). (2)
To model the interaction between sentence pairs,
various alignment mechanisms have been intro-
duced among the encoder layers:
(x˜Pi , x˜
H
i ) = Cross-Alignment(x¯
P
i , x¯
H
j ), (3)
where Cross-Alignment can be dot-product atten-
tion (Chen et al., 2017a), convolutional interaction
network (Gong et al., 2018a), factorization ma-
chines (Tay et al., 2018) and etc. Finally, the rep-
resentation of each token can be obtained as:
s
P/H
i = f1(x¯
P/H
i , x˜
P/H
i ), (4)
where f1 can be various transformation like differ-
ence and element-wise product (Mou et al., 2016).
BERT Encoder Recently, BERT (Devlin et al.,
2018) pre-trained on the large corpus achieves
state-of-the-art performance on lots of NLP tasks.
Different from the cross alignment encoder in
which the sentence pair are fed separately, premise
and hypothesis are concatenated as one sequence
in BERT encoder. Then BERT inherently models
the alignment among the tokens by self-attention
in Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017):
[sP ; sH ] = BERT-Encoder([x¯P ; x¯H ]). (5)
2.2 Prediction
Once we encode the sentence pairs, a prediction
module is used to convert the obtained feature vec-
tors sP and sH into a fixed length vector:
v = f2([s
P ; sH ]), (6)
where f2 is a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with
pooling. Then we predict the logic relationships
of (xP ,xH) based on this fixed length vector:
p(l|xP ,xH) = softmax(E>l v), (7)
where El is the label embedding for l relationship.
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Figure 2: Multi-perspective inferrer (MPI) in alignment-based NLI model. The left one is the Snoop MPI and
the right one is the Injection MPI.
⊕
denotes the concatenation operation. The alignment-based encoder can be
instantiated as cross alignment encoder or BERT encoder.
3 Multi-perspective Inferrer
In this section, we propose a novel inference
method called Multi-Perspective Inferrer (MPI),
which aims to pick out the perspectives of different
parts in the sentence pairs and take all the perspec-
tives into account to make the final decision.
Our inferrer is motivated by the observation:
different parts in the sentence pairs imply differ-
ent relationships (see Figure 1), and their signif-
icance is not equal for the judgment of different
relationships. NLI models should exploit the mul-
tiple perspectives associated with the three logic
relationships—entailment, neutral and contradic-
tion. This procedure can be seen as a parts-to-
wholes assignment (Sabour et al., 2017), where
parts are tokens in the sentence pairs and wholes
are the perspectives associated with the relations.
Sabour et al. (2017) showed the capability of
Capsule Networks (Hinton et al., 2011) to solve
the problems of assigning parts to wholes. A cap-
sule is a neuron representing one of the distinct
properties (wholes) of the input features (parts)
and can be determined by an iterative refinement
procedure called dynamic routing (Sabour et al.,
2017). In the iterative routing procedure, the pro-
portion of parts are assigned to wholes by the
agreement between them. Obviously, we can em-
ploy this procedure in our MPI.
Figure 2 depicts the overall architecture of the
alignment-based model with MPI. Instead of pool-
ing the extracted features to predict directly, first
MPI picks out the existing perspectives from the
extracted features of the sentence pairs via dy-
namic routing and then takes all the perspectives
into account to make the final prediction. The
biggest challenge is how to employ the routing
policy to solve the sentence-pair inputs rather than
a single input. Therefore, we design two variants
of MPI, the Snoop MPI and the Injection MPI, us-
ing different routing policies to pick out the per-
spectives in the sentence pairs.
3.1 Modeling Perspectives via
Routing-by-Agreement Policy
First, we introduce the basic concept of the multi-
perspective inferrer (MPI) via the routing-by-
agreement policy, which determines the perspec-
tives from premise and hypothesis respectively.
We route the sentences pairs individually using Al-
gorithm 1 and then combine them by perspectives.
Take the hypothesis as an example. We de-
fine the extracted features sHi of token i as low-
level capsules and its perspectives representations
vHl as high-level capsules, where l ∈ L =
{EN,NE,CON} is the perspective they stand for2.
Before the routing process, each extracted features
vector sHi ∈ Rdlow is transformed into the “vote
vector” uHil :
uHil = Wls
H
i ∈ Rdhigh , ∀l ∈ L, (8)
2Orphan capsule (Sabour et al., 2017) are introduced to
attract irrelevant assignment of noisy contents. For simplicity
and correspondence with the perspectives we omitted it there.
where Wl(·) ∈ Rdlow×dhigh is a trainable transfor-
mation matrix and shared among the tokens. Then
MPI uses dynamic routing in Algorithm 1 to as-
sign vote vectors uHi into the high-level capsules
vHl . The “squash” in Algorithm 1 is a non-linear
activation function:
squash(vˆHl ) =
‖vˆHl ‖2
1 + ‖vˆHl ‖2
vˆHl
‖vˆHl ‖
, (9)
where vˆHl is the inactivated high-level capsule rep-
resentations by the weighted sum of the corre-
sponding low-level “vote vectors”:
vˆHl =
n∑
i
cHil u
H
il , (10)
where the assignment weight cHil is computed by
bHil ← bHil + uHil · vHl , (11)
cHil = softmax(b
H
il ). (12)
The high-level capsules of premise vPl can be
obtained by the same procedure. Finally, the rep-
resentation of each perspective is obtained by con-
catenating the high-level capsules of sentence pair:
vl = [v
P
l ;v
H
l ]. (13)
Snoop Multi-perspective Inferrer
Although the final perspective representations ob-
tained above are from the sentence pairs, it is sup-
posed to generate the perspectives by the sentence
pair mutually rather than individually. To remedy
this, we introduce a variant of the routing policy
called snoop routing (see the left of Figure 2).
Take the hypothesis as an example. The snoop
routing policy models its interaction with premise:
when the low-level capsules of hypothesis up-
date their routing weights, they will not only con-
sider the agreement with their own high-level cap-
sules vHl , also snoop at the high-level capsules of
premise vPl
3. Formally, instead of updating rout-
ing weights bHil in Equation 11, we update b
H
il by:
bHil ← bHil + uHil · vHl + αuHil · vPl , (14)
where α is the snoop coefficient to model the sim-
3We also tried routing with the concatenated sentence
pairs, but find that the sentence-level gap is much larger
than the perspectives gap among the tokens. There are two
main differences from snoop routing to concatenation rout-
ing: First, the high-level capsules are not fed with the low-
level information from another sentence. Second, there is
a trade-off between the own high-level capsules and the
snooped high-level capsules during routing weights update.
Algorithm 1: Dynamic Routing
Input: vote vectors ui in low-level, iterations
r
Output: high-level vl
procedure ROUTING(ui, r):
∀i, l : bil ← 0
for r iterations do
for each i in low-level, l in high-level:
cil ← softmax(bil)
for each l in high-level:
vl ← squash(
∑
i ciluil)
for each i in low-level, l in high-level:
bil ← bil + uil · vl
end
return vl
ilarity of the individual perspectives between the
sentence pairs. Specifically, the snoop coefficient
is generated by the high-level capsules of the sen-
tence pairs:
α = σ(Linear([vHl ;v
P
l ])). (15)
Injection Multi-perspective Inferrer
In contrast to the Snoop MPI, which uses a routing
policy on both premise and hypothesis to obtain
the final perspectives, another form of MPI called
Injection Multi-perspective Inferrer (IMPI) deter-
mines the perspectives mainly focusing on hypoth-
esis (see the right of Figure 2), which is inspired
by the intrinsic asymmetry of NLI (MacCartney
et al., 2008) and the fact of the perspectives mainly
expressed by the hypothesis.
However, the information of the premise will
leak while only routing the hypothesis to form the
final perspectives. So the key issue of IMPI is to
inject the information of premise into the hypothe-
sis. To do so, we resort to bilinear attention as the
injection method:
αij = s
P
i Ws
H
j , (16)
s˜Hj =
m∑
i=1
softmaxi(αij)s¯Pi , ∀j ∈ [1, ..., n]. (17)
Finally, we use sˆHi = [s
H
i ; s˜
H
i ] instead of s
H
i in
Equation 8 to get the vote vectors and use Algo-
rithm 1 to get the final perspective vl = vPl .
3.2 Prediction from Holistic Perspective
After computing the representations of each per-
spective, we can obtain a holistic perspective rep-
resentation by:
v = f1([vEN,vNE,vCON]), (18)
where f1 is a two-layer feed-forward network.
Then we predict the logic relationships of
(xP ,xH) based on this holistic perspective.
Training We use multi-class cross-entropy loss
to optimize our base model by minimizing the neg-
ative log-likelihood for each pair of (xP ,xH) in
the dataset of i.i.d observations:
` = − log p(l|xP ,xH). (19)
3.3 Learning Perspectives as Expected
To ensure that the obtained perspectives actually
represent the associated relations, we design an
auxiliary loss for the representations of perspec-
tives. Formally, vl is required to be predictive of l
rather than the other relations, and the correspond-
ing probability is computed by:
v˜l = f2(vl), (20)
p(l|vl) = softmax(E>l v˜l), (21)
where f2 is a two-layer feed-forward network.
Consider that one perspective, say l, does not exist
in some cases, then the corresponding prediction
p(l|vl) will be non-informative. Thus, we resort to
the weighted cross-entropy loss by taking the exis-
tence of each perspective into account, and maxi-
mize p(l|vl) for each perspective representation:
`ce(v) = −
∑
l∈L
‖vl‖ · log p(l|vl), (22)
where ‖vl‖ is the norm length of vl, representing
the existence of the perspective l due to the prop-
erty of capusle network (Sabour et al., 2017). We
further regularize the norm length of each capsule
by marginal loss to ensure the least existence of
each perspective:
`aux = `ce(v) + `margin(‖v‖). (23)
The final training objective is updated from Equa-
tion 19 to `∗ = ` + β · `aux, where β is a hyper-
parameter.
4 Experiments
4.1 Datasets
We use the Stanford Natural Language Infer-
ence (SNLI) dataset (Bowman et al., 2015)
and the Multi-Genre Natural Language Inference
(MultiNLI) dataset (Williams et al., 2018) to make
quantitative evaluation of our MPIs. These two
datasets both focus on three concrete logic rela-
tions between the given premise and hypothesis:
entailment, neutral and contradiction.
SNLI The SNLI corpus consists of 570k sen-
tence pairs. The premise data is drawn from
the captions of the Flickr30k corpus, and the
hypothesis data is manually composed. We
discard the “−” annotated relationship (lack
of human annotation) as with previous work.
The training/development/test datasets consist of
549,367/9,842/9,824 pairs of sentence.
MultiNLI The MultiNLI corpus consists of 433k
sentence pairs. These sentence pairs contain nine
genres, which compose the concept of multi-
genres. In MultiNLI, only half of genres appear
in the training set while the rest are not, creat-
ing matched (in-domain) and mismatched (cross-
domain) development/test sets. We use the official
training/development sets to select our best mod-
els and test on Kaggle.com4.
We use the accuracy to evaluate the perfor-
mance of our multi-perspective inferrers (MPIs)
and other models on SNLI and MultiNLI.
4.2 Overall Results
Table 1 shows the performance of the state-of-
the-art models and the proposed MPIs. Our ap-
proach achieves the best performance on both
SNLI (BERT+IMPI) and MultiNLI (BERT+IMPI)
test datasets compared to the previous studies. In
detail, our MPIs achieve 1.2 percent improvement
over cross alignment baseline, and 0.7 percent im-
provement over BERT baseline. The significant
improvement on two NLI datasets demonstrates
that our motivation of inferring relationships from
multiple perspectives does make sense.
Architecture-free Capability of MPIs Theo-
retically, our MPIs could be architecture-free,
since the MPIs’ inputs are the extracted features
of each token in the premise and hypothesis (see
Figure 2) no matter what kind of the encoder we
use. As shown in Table 1, the significant im-
provement on both cross alignment baseline and
4https://www.kaggle.com/c/
multinli-matched-open-evaluation/
leaderboard, and https://www.kaggle.com/
c/multinli-mismatched-open-evaluation/
leaderboard
Models SNLI MultiNLI
DecompAtt+IntraAtt 86.8 -/-
(Parikh et al., 2016)
BiMPM (Wang et al., 2017) 86.9 -/-
ESIM (Chen et al., 2017a) 88.0 76.8/75.8
CIN (Gong et al., 2018a) 88.0 77.0/77.6
DIIN (Gong et al., 2018c) 88.0 78.8/77.8
MwAN (Tan et al., 2018) 88.3 78.5/77.7
CAFE (Tay et al., 2018) 88.5 78.7/77.9
KIM (Chen et al., 2017b) 88.6 77.2/76.4
SAN (Liu et al., 2018) 88.7 79.3/78.7
DRCN (Kim et al., 2019) 88.9 79.1/78.4
Gaussian Transformer 89.2 80.0/79.4
(Guo et al., 2019)
BERTbase (Devlin et al., 2018) - 84.6/83.4
Cross Alignment baseline 87.9 77.7/76.8
+ Vanilla MPI 88.4 78.6/77.7
+ SMPI 88.6 78.7/77.9
+ IMPI 88.7 78.9/78.1
BERT baseline (vtest = 1.0×) 90.2 84.5/83.3
+ Vanilla MPI (vtest = 0.98×) 90.3 84.6/83.5
+ SMPI (vtest = 0.98×) 90.7 85.0/83.8
+ IMPI (vtest = 0.99×) 90.8 85.2/84.1
Table 1: Performance on SNLI and MultiNLI
(matched/ mismatched) test datasets. Our MPIs models
are implemented on both cross alignment baseline and
BERT. vtest is the test speed compared to the baseline.
BERT demonstrates the architecture-free capabil-
ity of our MPIs. We suggest that modeling mul-
tiple perspectives is important and useful for NLI,
and the proposed solution could inspire future re-
search in this filed.
SMPI v.s IMPI As shown in Table 1, both vari-
ants of the MPI get better performance than the
vanilla MPI, which demonstrates that the perspec-
tives should be generated by the sentence pairs to-
gether and the snoop and injection mechanisms are
powerful. Additionally, we find that the IMPI al-
ways gets better performance than the SMPI on
both SNLI and MultiNLI, which may relate to the
intrinsic asymmetry in NLI (MacCartney et al.,
2008) and the fact of the perspectives mainly ex-
pressed by the hypothesis. Poliak et al. (2018)
pointed out that it is related to the irregularities
of the datasets. However, we argue that the sen-
tence pairs in NLI are actually intrinsically asym-
metrical and we should deal with the premise and
hypothesis differently.
Efficiency As shown in the last group of Table
1, we perform the efficiency test on BERT base-
line and our MPIs. The test speed of Vanilla MPI
and SMPI is 0.98 times compared to the BERT
baseline while the test speed of IMPI is 0.99 times
compared to the BERT baseline. Our MPIs im-
prove the baseline system with very mild speed
degradation, which demonstrates a good efficiency
of MPIs that could be applied to arbitrary architec-
ture with less hurt.
4.3 Analysis and Discussion
To verify our motivation and investigate if our
MPIs did relieve the error phenomenon in our ob-
servation, we take the cross alignment baseline as
an example to conduct in-depth analysis and dis-
cussion on word overlap rate and auxiliary loss.
Word Overlap Rate Word overlap between the
sentence pairs is a special case of alignment. One
of our observations in the base model is that: if
the aligned parts between sentence pairs are in a
small amount, the misjudgments of entailment and
neutral will be serious. To investigate whether our
MPIs relieve this phenomenon, we perform the
analysis of the error rate by word overlap rate on
MultiNLI development matched set.
Formally, given a sentence pair of premise
xP = 〈xP1 , xP2 , ..., xPm〉 and hypothesis xH =
〈xH1 , xH2 , ..., xHn 〉, the word overlap rate Rwo from
hypothesis to premise can be defined as:
Rwo =
∑n
j=1 1(x
P
j ∈ xH)
m
. (24)
To be specific, we divide MultiNLI development
matched set into six groups by word overlap rates:
[0,0.2), [0.2,0.4), [0.4,0.6), [0.6,0.8), [0.8,1.0) and
1.0, and Table 2 shows the statistics.
Then we compute the error rates of entailment
and neutral individually5. Figure 3(a) shows the
error rate of entailment class. Both two MPIs re-
duce the error rates of low word overlap rates, i.e.,
[0,0.2) and [0.2, 0.4), significantly. This is because
the judgment of entailment is related to the align-
ment, and the base model cannot utilize adequate
aligned parts to make the prediction of entailment.
After applying MPI, the aligned parts can be cap-
tured by entailment perspective although it is in a
small amount. Then the classifier can focus more
on the entailment perspective so the error rate of
5See appendix for total and contradiction.
Relation [0,0.2) [0.2,0.4) [0.4,0.6)
EN 458 1331 986
NE 982 1254 495
CON 845 1368 651
Total 2285 3953 2132
Relation [0.6,0.8) [0.8,1.0) 1.0
EN 513 147 44
NE 253 68 71
CON 284 54 11
Total 1050 269 126
Table 2: Statistics of MultiNLI development matched
set divided by the word overlap rates into six groups:
[0,0.2), [0.2,0.4), [0.4,0.6), [0.6,0.8), [0.8,1.0) and 1.0.
(a) Entailment. (b) Neutral.
Figure 3: Error rate of entailment and neutral by word
overlap rate. Base Model is the cross alignment base-
line. Our MPIs relieve the error rate in the intervals
with low word overlap rate [0, 0.4) of entailment and
neutral significantly, which is the most error-prone area
in NLI.
these interval decreases significantly. Figure 3(b)
shows the error rate of the neutral class. Our MPIs
reduce the error rates of the low word overlap rate
intervals, i.e., [0,0.2) and [0.2, 0.4), the same as
with the entailment class. Consider both entail-
ment class and neutral class, our MPIs obviously
relieve the phenomenon: the small amount aligned
parts can cause the misjudgment between entail-
ment relations and neutral relations.
Disaster Area in NLI: lower word overlap rates.
We find a similar phenomenon concerning the er-
ror rate and the amount of entailment and neutral:
the error is much more severe in the lower word
overlap rate intervals (e.g., [0,0.2) and [0.2, 0.4))
than the higher rate intervals. If the aligned parts
are in a small amount, the strength of alignment-
based models will be weakened. It is the most
error-prone area in NLI. We believe that NLI mod-
els need not only focus on capturing the aligned
parts, but also take advantage of the unaligned
parts. To summarize, NLI models should take the
problems into account in multiple perspectives and
solve them from a holistic perspective.
Auxiliary Loss SMPI IMPI
w/o `aux 78.7/78.4 78.6/78.4
w/ `aux (i.e., `ce+`margin) 78.8/78.6 79.1/78.9
- ‖vl‖ 78.7/78.7 78.3/78.8
only w/ `ce 78.5/78.6 78.6/78.4
- ‖vl‖ 78.0/78.6 78.6/78.3
only w/ `margin 78.6/78.2 78.4/77.8
Table 3: Ablation studies of auxiliary loss on MultiNLI
development sets.
Auxiliary Loss Our auxiliary loss is an explicit
supervision on the representation of each perspec-
tive to ensure the perspectives obtained by our
MPIs are expected. In this section, we demon-
strate that our auxiliary loss improves both perfor-
mance and an interpretability of predictions.
First, we compute the accuracy of predic-
tions by perspective representations vnl accord-
ing to Equation 25 and obtain 100% accuracy on
MultiNLI development matched set. It reveals that
our auxiliary loss ensures that the representation
of each perspective is associated with the corre-
sponding relationship.
acc =
1
|L| ·N
N∑
n=1
∑
l∈L
1(p(l|vnl ) == l). (25)
The auxiliary loss improves the performance of
the MPIs. Table 3 shows the ablation studies of
auxiliary loss on MultiNLI development sets. Re-
sults in the second line are the performance of two
MPIs with the introduced supervision loss, which
achieve the best accuracy. After removing the aux-
iliary loss, we find the performance of both two
MPIs degrade to 78.7/78.4 and 78.6/78.4, which
means the guided loss ensures the representation
of each perspective.
Visualization on Routing Assignment Weights.
Another contribution of our auxiliary loss on each
perspective is that the predictions of MPIs are
highly interpretable. Figure 4 contains two in-
stances from MultiNLI development matched set.
Since different parts of the sentences imply the dif-
ferent perspectives, our base model gets the incor-
rect predictions. However, capturing the different
parts by multiple perspectives and making the de-
cision from the holistic perspective accounts for
our IMPI’s correct predictions.6
6See other MPIs’ routing visualization in the appendix.
You	want	to	punch	the	button	and	go
Hypothesis
Premise Exhibitions	are	often	heldin	the	splendid	entrance	hall.
GT/Base/IMPI
The	exhibitions	in	the	entrance	hall	
are	usually	the	most	exciting.
You	don't	want	to	push	the	button	lightly,	
but	rather	punch	it	hard.
NE/EN/NE NE/CON/NE
Routing
Visualization
Figure 4: Visualization of routing weights cil in IMPI. Darker color corresponds to higher routing weights. GT
represents the ground truth. Our base model gives the wrong predictions of both two samples. IMPI corrects the
wrongs by taking multiple perspectives into account. Also, the routing weights of IMPI are highly interpretable.
For the left example, IMPI routs the “The exhibitions in the entrance hall” to entailment perspective, which can be
entailed by the premise actually. Additionally, IMPI routs the “The the most exciting” to neutral perspective since
there is no evidence in the premise. For the right example, IMPI routs the “you don’t want to push the butthon”
to contradiction perspective, which conflicts with the premise actually. However, IMPI finds the more important
parts “push the button lightly, but rather punch it hard.” in neutral perspective.
5 Related Work
Natural language inference is a long-standing
problem in NLP research. Early studies use small
datasets while leveraging lexical and syntactic fea-
tures for NLI (MacCartney and Manning, 2009).
With the development of deep learning and the re-
leases of large-scale annotated datasets, e.g. the
SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015) and the MultiNLI
(Williams et al., 2018), researchers have made big
progress on neural network based NLI models.
MacCartney et al. (2008) introduced the tra-
ditional alignment mechanism into NLI and
Rockta¨schel et al. (2015) first proposed an
attention-based neural model for NLI. After that,
neural alignment-based models have been devel-
oped rapidly in NLI (Wang and Jiang, 2016; Chen
et al., 2017a; Ghaeini et al., 2018; Gong et al.,
2018c; Tay et al., 2018; Gong et al., 2018a; Tan
et al., 2018; Kim et al., 2019; Guo et al., 2019).
Parikh et al. (2016) introduced to decompose the
different parts of sentences by decomposable at-
tention. Wang et al. (2017) proposed a multi-
perspective matching model to capture the aligned
parts by four matching operations. Both of them
focus on capturing the aligned parts in multiple
perspectives. However, our MPIs focus on how to
utilize the obtained information (both aligned and
unaligned parts) from multiple perspectives asso-
ciated with the relationships. Motivated by this,
we proposed a multi-perspective inferrer for exist-
ing alignment-based model inspired by parts-to-
wholes (Sabour et al., 2017).
Sabour et al. (2017) introduced the capsule net-
works to learn parts-to-wholes relations automat-
ically by dynamic routing, which has been ap-
plied to many NLP tasks recently such as senti-
ment analysis (Wang et al., 2018, 2019), relation
extraction (Zhang et al., 2018, 2019), text classi-
fication (Yang et al., 2018) and machine transla-
tion (Dou et al., 2019; Zheng et al., 2019). Gong
et al. (2018b) regard dynamic routing as an infor-
mation aggregation mechanism by concatenating
all capsules representations and feeding them into
a classifier without supervision. There are two
main differences from our MPIs: First, we design
the enhanced routing policies—snoop and injec-
tion, based on the understanding of the property of
perspectives and the intrinsic asymmetry of NLI.
Second, we introduce an auxiliary loss as super-
vision on each perspective, which guarantees that
the meaning of perspectives and these predictions
are highly interpretable.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a new inference method
called multi-perspective inferrer (MPI) for NLI.
The MPI extracts multiple perspectives associated
with the relationships from the different parts of
the sentence pairs and takes all the perspectives
into account to make the final decision. Further-
more, we introduced an explicit supervision on
each perspective which ensures the predictions are
highly interpretable. Experiments on SNLI and
MultiNLI demonstrate that our MPI achieves sub-
stantial improvement and especially relieves the
misjudgment between entailment and neutral re-
lations when there is a small amount of aligned
parts, which is the most error-prone in NLI. In
future work, we hope to make the routing-by-
agreement more suitable for NLI and other sen-
tence pair tasks such as semantic matching and
machine comprehension.
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A Our Baselines for NLI
In this section, we introduce two baselines us-
ing different interactive encoders—cross align-
ment encoder and BERT encoder in detail, which
are used as our baselines in the experiments.
Notation We denote premise as xP =
(xP1 ,x
P
2 , ...,x
P
m) and hypothesis as x
H =
(xH1 ,x
H
2 , ...,x
H
n ), where x
P
i or x
H
j ∈ RK is a
K-dimensional vector of the token.
A.1 Cross Alignment Baseline
In cross alignment baseline, premise and hypoth-
esis are fed into the model separately. We use
RNNs to learn the context-aware representation of
each token in the sentence pairs and dot-product
attention to capture the alignments between the
premise and hypothesis.
Embedding We use GloVe as the pretrained
word embeddings for the ESIM, as well as widely-
used one-hot external linguistic features such as
lexical, syntactical and part-of-speech tagging to
enrich the representation of the inputs as with
Gong et al. (2018a,c). All of these embeddings are
fixed during training. They are together fed into
a one-layer feed-forward network to construct the
final input representations:
x¯ = g(x) · f(x) + (1− g(x)) · x, (26)
where g(·) is a fusion gate parameterized by MLP
with sigmoid and f(·) is another MLP with ReLU.
Cross Alignment Encoding First, we use an
identical BiLSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,
1997) to encode premise and hypothesis to get the
context-aware representation of each token:
x¯Pi = BiLSTM1(x
P , i),∀i ∈ [1, ...,m], (27)
x¯Hj = BiLSTM1(x
H , j), ∀j ∈ [1, ..., n]. (28)
Then, to model the local inference between sen-
tence pairs, we use the dot-product attention to ob-
tain the interaction representations:
eij = x¯
P
i
>x¯Hj , (29)
x˜Pi =
n∑
j=1
softmaxj(eij)x¯Hj ,∀i ∈ [1, ...,m],
(30)
x˜Hj =
m∑
i=1
softmaxi(eij)x¯Pi , ∀j ∈ [1, ..., n]. (31)
After obtaining the encoded representations and
interaction representations, we use the follow-
ing enhancement by difference and element-wise
product to take advantage of them (Mou et al.,
2016):
mPi = [x¯
P
i ; x˜
P
i ; x¯
P
i − x˜Pi ; x¯Pi  x˜Pi ], (32)
mHj = [x¯
H
j ; x˜
H
j ; x¯
H
j − x˜Hj ; x¯Hj  x˜Hj ]. (33)
A one-layer feed-forward network to decrease the
dimension of enhancement representations:
m¯Pi = f(m
P
i ), m¯
H
j = f(m
H
j ). (34)
Finally, another BiLSTM is used to compose the
enhancement representations with their context:
sPi = BiLSTM2(m¯
P , i), ∀i ∈ [1, ...,m], (35)
sHj = BiLSTM2(m¯
H , j), ∀j ∈ [1, ..., n]. (36)
Prediction First, we use max pooling and aver-
age pooling to convert the obtained feature vectors
into a fixed length vector:
v = f([sPmax; s
P
avg; s
H
max; s
H
avg]), (37)
where f is a multi-layer perceptron (MLP). Then
we predict the logic relationships of (xP ,xH)
based on this fixed length vector:
p(l|xP ,xH) = softmax(E>l v), (38)
where El is the label embedding for l relationship.
A.2 BERT Baseline
In BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) baseline, premise
and hypothesis are concatenated as one sequence
to feed into the model instead of feeding sepa-
rately. We use the Google BERT pretrained on the
large corpus and fine-tunes it on the NLI datasets.
Embedding Since the premise and hypothesis
are concatenated as one sequence to feed into the
model, a special token [SEP] is inserted between
them to differentiate the two sentences. Addition-
ally, another special token [CLS] is inserted as the
first token, which will be used to make the final
prediction in the original BERT implementation:
x¯ = [[CLS]; x¯P ; [SEP]; x¯H ; [SEP]]. (39)
BERT Encoding The self-attention mechanism
in Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) performs the
alignment role among the tokens in the concate-
nated premise and hypothesis. Finally, we obtain
the extracted features of each token:
s = BERT-Encoder(x¯). (40)
Prediction In the original BERT, the extracted
features of special token [CLS] are used to make
the final prediction directly. In our BERT-based
model, we use the extracted features of each token
to conduct average pooling instead7:
p(l|xP ,xH) = softmax(E>l · f(savg)). (41)
B Implementation Details
We implement our models using PyTorch and train
them on Nvidia 1080Ti. We use the Adam opti-
mizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with an initial learn-
ing rate of 0.0002. If the loss on development sets
doesn’t decrease in three epochs, the learning rate
will be decayed to half. The minimum learning
rate is 10−5. The dropout rate of 0.4 is applied be-
fore each feed-forward layer and recurrent layer.
L2 regularization is set to 10−5. The batch size
is set to 32. The hidden size is set to 300. All
parameters are initialized with xavier initialization
(Glorot and Bengio, 2010). Word embeddings are
preloaded with 300d GloVe embeddings (Penning-
ton et al., 2014) and fixed during training. The it-
eration of routing is tuned amongst {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
Them+ andm− of marginal loss is tuned amongst
{0.8, 0.9} and {0.4, 0.5}.
For the BERT baseline, we use the official
uncased BERT-Base (12-layer, 768-hidden, 12-
heads, 110M parameters) and fine-tune it with our
MPIs according to the preliminary experiments on
the cross alignment baseline.
C Linguistic Error Analysis
We perform the linguistic error analysis using
the supplementary annotations provided by the
MultiNLI dataset. We compare the MPIs against
the outputs of the our base model across 13 cate-
gories of linguistic phenomena. Table 4 and Ta-
ble 5 show the results. Both two MPIs outper-
form our base model on overall accuracy on the
matched and mismatched sets. The word over-
lap category in the supplementary annotations is
whether both sentences share more than 70% of
their tokens, containing 37 instances. Their sta-
tistical method of word overlap is much different
from ours: the word overlap rate Rwo is calculated
by the amount of shared tokens and the amount
of hypothesis, which is related to the intrinsically
asymmetric in NLI (MacCartney et al., 2008) and
7We found the performance of these two methods is close
in the preliminary experiments.
Category Baseline SMPI IMPI
Conditional 69.6 73.9 56.5
Word overlap 92.9 89.3 89.3
Negation 82.2 77.5 79.8
Antonym 76.5 64.7 76.5
Long Sentence 78.8 75.8 78.8
Tense Difference 82.4 84.3 84.3
Active/Passive 100.0 93.3 100.0
Paraphrase 96.0 92.0 92.0
Quantity/Time 66.7 66.7 60.0
Coreference 73.3 73.3 73.3
Quantifier 80.8 76.8 80.0
Modal 80.6 79.2 80.6
Belief 77.3 72.7 78.8
Overall 77.8 78.7 79.1
Table 4: Linguistic Error Analysis on MultiNLI devel-
opment matched sets. Baseline is the cross alignment
baseline
Category Baseline SMPI IMPI
Conditional 76.9 69.2 76.9
Word overlap 81.1 89.2 86.5
Negation 76.0 73.1 75.0
Antonym 80.0 80.0 85.0
Long Sentence 73.4 69.7 78.0
Tense Difference 77.8 77.8 72.2
Active/Passive 90.0 90.0 90.0
Paraphrase 86.5 89.2 89.2
Quantity/Time 64.1 66.7 64.1
Coreference 89.7 82.8 82.8
Quantifier 77.9 72.1 76.4
Modal 81.7 75.4 77.0
Belief 87.9 84.5 86.5
Overall 77.8 78.6 78.9
Table 5: Linguistic Error Analysis on MultiNLI devel-
opment mismatched sets. Baseline is the cross align-
ment baseline
the fact that the perspectives mainly is expressed
by the hypothesis.
D Visualization on Routing Assignment
Weights
Here we will show more visualization on routing
assignment weights cil in Figure 5.
E Overall Analysis on Word Overlap
Rate
Table 6 shows the statistic about the MultiNLI
development matched/mismatched sets divided
HypothesisPremise
Entailment
Neutral
Contradiction
Figure 5: Routing weights cil visulization of SMPI with three samples in MultiNLI development dataset. Darker
color correspond to a higher routing weights.
Relation [0,0.2) [0.2,0.4) [0.4,0.6) [0.6,0.8) [0.8,1.0) 1.0
EN 458/317 1331/1221 986/1123 513/599 147/161 44/42
NE 982/849 1254/1264 495/578 253/290 68/101 71/47
CON 845/684 1368/1459 651/725 284/289 54/75 11/8
Total 2285/1850 3953/3944 2132/2426 1050/1178 269/337 126/97
Table 6: Statistics of MultiNLI development matched/mismatched sets divided by the word overlap rates into six
groups: [0,0.2), [0.2,0.4), [0.4,0.6), [0.6,0.8), [0.8,1.0) and 1.0.
into six groups by word overlap rates: [0,0.2),
[0.2,0.4), [0.4,0.6), [0.6,0.8), [0.8,1.0) and 1.0.
Figure 6 and 7 show the corresponding error rates
of our base model and two MPIs. Obviously, our
MPIs relieve the phenomenon: the small amount
aligned parts can cause the misjudgment between
entailment relations and neutral relations. As the
Figure 6(a) and Figure 7(a) show, the total error
rate is much higher when the aligned parts in the
small amount. This phenomenon is more serious
in entailment class and neutral class—40% and
30%.8 We hope that NLI models should not only
focus on capturing the aligned parts, also take ad-
vantage of the unaligned parts. The described phe-
nomenon in NLI will be relieve in this way and
NLI models can achieve better performance.
8the error rate of low word overlap rate on contradiction
is about 20% which is close to the overall performance. The
judgment of contradiction does not only need aligned parts
(to find the same object like entailment) also need unaligned
parts to find the conflict (somewhat like neutral), word over-
lap rate is hard to quantify it.
(a) Total. (b) Entailment.
(c) Neutral. (d) Contradiction.
Figure 6: Error rate of total and three inference classes (entailment, neutral and contradiction) by word overlap rate
in MultiNLI development matched set. Base Model is the cross alignment baseline. Our MPIs relieve the error
rate in the intervals with low word overlap rate of entailment and neutral significantly.
(a) Total. (b) Entailment.
(c) Neutral. (d) Contradiction.
Figure 7: Error rate of total and three inference classes (entailment, neutral and contradiction) by word overlap
rate in MultiNLI development mismatched set. Base Model is the cross alignment baseline. Our MPIs relieve the
error rate in the intervals with low word overlap rate of entailment and neutral significantly.
